
How To Light For The Stage Concerts And
Live Events Backstage

When it comes to creating a memorable and impactful experience for the
audience at concerts and live events, lighting plays a crucial role. It sets the
mood, creates depth, and enhances the overall ambiance of the performance. In
this article, we will delve into the intricacies of lighting for the stage, specifically
focusing on concerts and live events backstage.

Importance of Backstage Lighting

Backstage lighting is essential as it ensures the smooth running of the event.
From illuminating set changes to providing visibility for performers behind the
scenes, backstage lighting ensures that everything runs seamlessly. It allows
crew members to execute their tasks efficiently and effectively, contributing to the
success of the event.
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Understanding the Basics

Before diving into the specific techniques used for lighting at concerts and live
events backstage, it is important to understand the basic components of stage
lighting. These components include:

Fixtures: These are the physical light sources that can be mounted on the
stage, ceiling, or trusses. Examples include spotlights, PAR cans, and
moving heads.

Gobos: These are patterns or designs that can be placed in front of a
lighting fixture to create various visual effects on stage.

Gels: These are transparent colored sheets that can be added to lights to
modify their color temperature and create different moods.

Dimmers: These devices control the intensity of the light emitted by the
fixtures.

Controllers: These are the control systems used to manipulate the lighting
fixtures and create desired effects.
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Lighting Techniques for Backstage

Now that we have covered the fundamental components, let's explore some
effective lighting techniques commonly utilized backstage:

1. Silhouetting

Silhouetting is a technique where the subject is backlit, creating a distinctive dark
outline against a bright background. This technique can be used backstage to
create dramatic effects and add depth to the scene. Silhouettes can be formed by
placing fixtures behind performers or objects.

2. Cuelists

Cuelists are pre-programmed sequences that allow lighting changes to be
triggered at specific times during the performance. Backstage lighting cues can
be programmed into cuelists to ensure smooth transitions and precise timing.
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3. Color Washing

Color washing involves bathing the stage or specific areas in various colors to
create a specific mood or atmosphere. Backstage lighting can be used to wash
the stage with colors that complement the performance or indicate a change in
the scene.

4. Spotlighting
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Spotlighting is a technique where a single spotlight is focused on a specific
performer or object, drawing attention to them. Backstage lighting can be used to
highlight key moments or create visual focal points on stage, guiding the
audience's focus.

Ensuring Safety

While lighting plays an integral role in creating a captivating stage experience, it
is essential to prioritize safety during the planning and execution processes. Here
are some key safety measures to consider:

Rigging: Properly secure lighting fixtures to avoid accidents or damage
during the event.

Fireproofing: Use fire-retardant materials and ensure all electrical
connections are up to code to reduce fire hazards.

Emergency Lighting: Have backup lighting systems and emergency power
sources in case of technical failures or power outages.

Clear Pathways: Ensure backstage areas are clear of obstacles and well-lit
to prevent accidents and injuries.

Lighting is a critical element in creating an immersive and captivating experience
for the audience at concerts and live events. Backstage lighting plays a significant
role in ensuring smooth operations and enhancing the overall visual impact. By
understanding the basics of stage lighting and utilizing effective techniques such
as silhouetting, cuelists, color washing, and spotlighting, event organizers can
take their performances to the next level. Remember to prioritize safety and
follow established guidelines to ensure a successful and memorable event.
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A practical guide to the art and technique of lighting for the stage, this book
explains the complex mixture of craft, collaboration and creativity behind
successful lighting design. The designer paints with light - revealing form and
composing a living picture from collections of objects and bodies in a given
space. This handbook for professional practice walks you through how to achieve
this, from first concept to development of design ideas, planning to realisation
and, finally, public performance.

Now fully revised, this second edition of Nick Moran's Performance Lighting
Design has been brought up to date to consider advances made in the
technology used for lighting design for live performance. Alongside this, Moran
introduces new concepts and ways of working; includes a section on analysing
the finished design; and discusses recent research into contemporary lighting
practice, addressing emerging trends, particularly for drama. Combining practical
information with aesthetic considerations, Performance Lighting Design is the
ideal book for students and practitioners of stage lighting working on the
contemporary stage.
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